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ECONOMIST PREDICTS RETAIL BLUES DURING HOLIDAY SEASON,
NO IMMEDIATE TURNAROUND FOR THE ECONOMY
DAYTON, Ohio - Consumers will spend less money for Christmas gifts this year thanks to the recession, job cuts and uneasiness following the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks,
according to a University of Dayton economist.
"We're forecasting that holiday season sales will be down by 5 percent, relative to last
year, which in itself was not a great year," said Richard Stock, director of UD's Center for
Business and Economic Research. "That's based on economic trends prior to Sept. 11, and
there's an additional decline associated with events since then. It has a great deal to do with
consumer confidence."
Even though car sales registered strong gains in October, Stock does not predict a
significant impact on the overall retail market. "The presumption is that a large percentage of
that increase in sales is a cannibalization of sales over the next six months," he observed.
"Even with zero-percent financing, you'd expect automobile sales in November and December
to be below last year's levels."
In addition, local unemployment continues to rise. "September employment numbers for

the metropolitan region show us down around 3,200 jobs due to manufacturing losses that were
not made up in service areas. October employment figures show us down 5,800 jobs. The
manufacturing decline is worst than that. We're down 7,300 manufacturing jobs as compared
to last year," said Stock, who compiles the quarterly National City Bank Economic Index for
the Dayton region.
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"This is typical for a recession in our area. Manufacturing jobs are not offset by service
sector job increases," he said. "We are more manufacturing-intensive than the rest of the
country. I don't expect a turnaround until the third quarter in 2002. There's too much
uncertainty."
Despite the bleak outlook, Stock said there's room for optimism, based on a couple of
key indicators. "There's been a big decline in energy prices, and that could help in the long run.
Long-term interest rates are sufficiently low that there's been a mass wave of refinancings
providing liquidity to some households. If Congress came up with some fiscal measures, such
as tax cuts to low-income taxpayers or tax cuts for businesses, that would also help us," he
said.
What can the average person do to stimulate the economy? "If you can afford it, spend
money," Stock advised. "Just as important: put a little extra in your holiday giving. It's going
to be a rough season for some Miami Valley families."
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